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Abstract—We present ThemeDelta, a visual analytics system for extracting and visualizing temporal trends, clustering, and reorgani-
zation in time-indexed textual datasets. ThemeDelta is supported by a dynamic temporal segmentation algorithm that integrates with
topic modeling algorithms to identify change points where significant shifts in topics occur. This algorithm detects not only the clustering
and associations of keywords in a time period, but also their convergence into topics (groups of keywords) that may later diverge into
new groups. The visual representation of ThemeDelta uses sinuous, variable-width lines to show this evolution on a timeline, utilizing
color for categories, and line width for keyword strength. We demonstrate how interaction with ThemeDelta helps capture the rise
and fall of topics by analyzing archives of historical newspapers, of U.S. presidential campaign speeches, and of social messages
collected through iNeighbors, a web-based social website. ThemeDelta was evaluated using a qualitative expert user study involving
three researchers from rhetoric and history using the historical newspapers corpus.
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1 INTRODUCTION

S EVERAL visual analytic applications require the analysis
of dynamically changing trends over time. Example con-

texts include studies of idea diffusion in scientific communi-
ties, the ebb and flow of news on global, national, and local
levels, and the meandering patterns of communication in social
networks. Trends, each representing a particular keyword or
concept, that converge into topics at different points in time,
then just as unpredictably diverge into new defined topics
at a later time, are key patterns of interest to an analyst.
Both experts and casual users alike need mechanisms for
understanding such evolving trends for analysis, prediction,
and decision making.

While much research exists in data mining and visualization,
we posit that they are insufficient to address the needs of these
emerging applications. Existing visualization techniques such
as ThemeRiver [1] and streamgraphs [2] are aimed to capturing
overall trends in textual corpora but fail to capture their
branching and merging nature. Concomitantly, data mining
algorithms have evolved greatly over the past years, especially
for topical text modeling [3], but capturing key breakpoints in
topic evolution and defining appropriate visual representations
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for such breakpoints is an understudied problem. In this
paper, we present THEMEDELTA, a visual analytics system
for accurately extracting and portraying how individual trends
gather with other trends to form ad hoc groups of trends
at specific points in time. Such gathering is inevitably fol-
lowed by scattering, where trends diverge or fork to form
new groupings. Understanding the interplay between these
two behaviors provides significant insight into the temporal
evolution of a dataset. We built THEMEDELTA to support
hypothesis generation by focusing on developing a system
for exploring and navigating trends. A natural extension to
ThemeDelta is expanding the system capabilities to further
support robust knowledge generation, but this is beyond the
scope of this paper.

There has been significant research in capturing the dynamic
evolution of topics underlying text corpora. Most of these ef-
forts are focused on extending the classical probabilistic model
of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [3] to a time-indexed
context. Our ThemeDelta temporal topic modeling approach
is differentiated by its emphasis on automatically identifying
segments where topic distribution is uniform and segment
boundaries around which significant changes are occurring.
We embed a temporal segmentation algorithm around a topic
modeling algorithm to capture such significant shifts of cover-
age. A key advantage of our approach is that it integrates with
existing topic modeling algorithms in a transparent manner;
thus, more sophisticated algorithms can be readily plugged in
as research in topic modeling evolves.

Similar to how ThemeRiver [1] uses a single stacked graph
centered around a horizontal timeline that resembles a physical
river, our ThemeDelta visualization is composed of multiple
individual trend streams, or trendlines, represented by sinuous
and variable-width lines that branch and merge in a fashion
reminiscent of real-world river deltas. We use the width of
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Fig. 1. ThemeDelta visualization for Barack Obama‘ campaign speeches during the U.S. 2012 presidential election
(until September 10, 2012). Green lines are shared terms between Obama and Romney. Data from the “The American
Presidency Project” at UCSB (http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/).

each trendline to communicate the prominence of its trend in
the dataset at a particular time, and its color to communicate
category or overall weight of the trend. A heuristic layout
technique calculates the order of trends for each timestamp
while minimizing the number of trendline crossings. Interac-
tion techniques allow for highlighting individual trendlines,
changing the layout order, and drilling down into the data.

As demonstrated later, there are several potential usage
scenarios for our novel ThemeDelta system. We dedicate
the main part of this paper to explore three scenarios: (1)
historical U.S. newspaper data from four months in the year
1918 during the second wave of the Spanish flu pandemic;
(2) the similarities and differences in trends and themes
being discussed by the two candidates in the U.S. 2012
presidential campaign; and (3) social messages exchanged
between virtual communities via the i-Neighbors web-based
application [4]. These applications are intended to demonstrate
that ThemeDelta provides an interesting insight into datasets
not immediately apparent through other representations.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: We
first survey the literature on text visualization, temporal visu-
alization, and temporal topic modeling. We then present an
overview of ThemeDelta system followed by detailed review
of the temporal topic modeling algorithm and visual repre-
sentation. The next three sections deal with the presidential
campaign, iNeighbors, and newspaper applications. We then
discuss the results of a qualitative user study, performed to
measure the effectiveness of the system when used by experts.
We close with a discussion, conclusions, and future plans.

2 RELATED WORK

Textual data is one of the most common forms of data
today [5] and is ubiquitously available from a wide variety
of sources such as websites, books, reports, newspapers, and
magazines. Reading and understanding many textual datasets
is often impossible due to their massive scale or having limited
time to review them [6]. Tools such as information retrieval,
data mining, and visualization have been suggested to help
in this activity, often by summarizing texts and highlighting
important themes. Here we survey the most relevant among
such tools.

2.1 Text Visualization
Text visualization uses interactive visual representations of
text that go beyond merely the words themselves to show
important features of a large dataset [7]. The simplest feature
is word frequency; tag clouds (or word clouds) [8], [9]
are the most common text visualization technique and use
graphical variables like font, color, weight, and the size of the
word to convey its importance in the source text. Variations
include Wordle [10] and ManiWordle [11] for producing more
compact and aesthetically pleasing layouts. More advanced
text visualization techniques convey not only word frequency
but also structural features of the text corpus (or corpora),
often using a graph structure. Examples include [12], Phrase
Nets [13], and GreenArrow [14], which all used variants of
a dynamic graph to convey the structure in the document.
Clustered word clouds [15], [16] took another approach by
using word structure to modify the layout in a tag cloud,
which is similar to the themescape representation used by IN-
SPIRE [17].
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2.2 Temporal Text Visualization
Text data may often be analyzed over time to expose aspects
of the data that evolved during a specific time period; for
example, recent studies have highlighted the importance of
time and causality in investigative analysis [18]. While less
saturated than general text visualization, several pieces of work
exist that visualize text over time in this field.

Perhaps one of the earliest and most seminal of these is
ThemeRiver [1], which essentially can be thought of as a
horizontal arrangement of a large number of one-dimensional
tag clouds over time; the keywords become bands in a stacked
graph evolving on a timeline. Byron and Wattenberg [2] later
formalized these representations into so-called streamgraphs,
and applied them to many other types of data. Several ap-
proaches exist that are similar to the basic ThemeRiver stacked
chart. Tufte [19] showed an illustration of changing themes of
music through the ages. NewsLab [20] applied a ThemeRiver
representation to visualize a collection of thousands of news
videos over time. NameVoyager [21] used streamgraphs to
show temporal frequencies of baby names. TIARA [22]
blended tag clouds onto temporal stacked charts for important
themes. However, because stacked charts group themes into a
single visual entity, none of these techniques are capable of
conveying the structural features of the corpus.

A select few techniques provide both temporal and structural
information. Parallel tag clouds (PTCs) [23] integrated one-
dimensional tag cloud layouts on a set of parallel axes, each
which could potentially be used for a time or date. However,
while visually similar to our ThemeDelta technique, PTCs did
not explicitly convey the grouping of words into topics. An-
other similar design is TimeNets [24], which used colored lines
to show groupings over time for genealogical data. In fact,
“Movie Narrative Charts (comic 657) of the web comic XKCD1

also used sinuous lines to convey groupings of characters in
time and space for famous movies. Finally, Turkay et al. [25]
presented two techniques for visualizing structural changes of
temporal clusters that are reminiscent of ThemeDelta; while
not specifically designed for text, the clusters used in their
work could very well stem from textual corpora. ThemeDelta
uses a similar visual metaphor but focuses on text and is
intrinsically tied to the scatter/gather temporal segmentation
component as well.

A very relevant work is ParallelTopics, a visual analytics
system that integrated LDA with interactive visualization [26].
The system used the parallel coordinate metaphor to present
document topic distributions, with applications to explor-
ing National Science Foundation awarded proposals, VAST
publications, as well as tweets. This system presented the
underlying probabilistic distributions in the LDA model from
a temporal perspective using multiple aggregation strategies
and interactions. The system can capture the topics and their
evolution over time but only by using fixed time frames.
In contrast, our ThemeDelta approach discovers time frames
automatically based on topic reorganizations across time.

Finally, TextFlow [27] is perhaps the closest related work
to ThemeDelta and used tightly integrated visualization and

1. http://www.xkcd.com/

topic mining algorithms to show an evolving text corpus
over time. However, whereas we draw upon the same basic
visual representation as TextFlow, our focus in this work is
segmenting time based on topic shifts and then interfacing with
standard topic modeling using a novel algorithm. Furthermore,
ThemeDelta does not aggregate keywords into stacks or glyphs
but instead puts more emphasis on an interactive layout.

2.3 Temporal Topic Modeling

Text visualization techniques are only as good as the extracted
features they are visualizing. Text mining is the concept of
deriving high-quality features from text [28]. One of the
current most promising lines of research in text mining is topic
modeling [3], where documents are modeled as distributions
(mixtures) over topics, and topics in turn are distributions
over the vocabulary used in the corpus. LDA is considered
a generalization of Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
(PLSA), proposed by Hofmann [29]. The difference between
LDA and PLSA is that the topics distributions in LDA are
assumed to be distributed according to a Dirichlet prior.

Temporal topic modeling algorithms started to appear
around 2006, with most of them being generalizations of static
topic models. The difference between our goals and those of
previous work is that we aim to automatically identify segment
boundaries that denote shifts of coverage and, in this manner,
extract temporal relationships for examination. Therefore, we
are not proposing a new topic model but instead are proposing
how we can “wrap around existing topic modeling algorithms
to segment timestamped data.

Classical work in this space was done by Blei and Laf-
ferty [30], who extended traditional state space models to
identify a statistical model of topic evolution. They also devel-
oped techniques for approximating the posterior inference for
detecting topic evolution in a document collection. Wang and
MacCallum [31] proposed a non-Markov model for detecting
topic evolution over time. They assume that topics are associ-
ated with a continuous distribution over timestamps and that
the mixture distribution over topics that represent documents is
influenced by both word co-occurrence relationships and the
document timestamp. Thus, in their model, topics generate
both observed timestamps and words. Iwata and Yamada [32]
also proposed a topic model that enabled sequential analysis
of the dynamics of multiple time scale topics. In their pro-
posed model, topic distributions over words are assumed to
be generated based on estimates of multiple timescale word
distributions of the previous time period. Finally, Wang and
Blei [33] have recently proposed a model that replaced the
discrete state space that was originally proposed by Blei and
Lafferty [30] with a Brownian motion law [34] to model topic
evolution. They assumed that topics are divided into sequential
groups so that topics in each slice are assumed to evolve from
the previous slice.

This line of research has been extended to mining text
streams, e.g., as done in [35]. Here, the authors study the
problem of mining evolving multi-branch topic trees inside
a text stream by proposing an evolutionary multi-branch tree
clustering method. In their method, they adopt Bayesian rose
trees to build multi-branch trees and used conditionals prior
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over tree structures to keep the information from previous trees
as well as maintain tree smoothness over time. To keep the
consistency of trees over time, they define a constraint tree
from triples and fans to compute the tree structure differences.

Other work focused on multiple text streams. Wang et
al. [36] and [37] aimed to “align time series streams so as
to identify correlated and/or common topics across disparate
streams. Our algorithm was designed to analyze a single
time-indexed corpus as opposed to multiple time (and asyn-
chronous) text streams. The work of Leskovec et al. [38]
stringed together individual tweets (meme) into a thread.
The authors placed additional constraints in identifying these
threads (e.g., that they originate in a single meme). The granu-
larity of analysis in our work is clusters rather than tweets; the
desired output is rich scatter-gather relations between clusters
rather than simple branching patterns. The work presented
by Gao et al. [39] is the closest to our work. The authors
conducted topic modeling and investigate both scattering and
gathering possibilities of cluster organization. The difference
is that our work automatically determines segmentation bound-
aries where significant shifts of topic distributions occur,
whereas the work of Gao et al. incrementally clustered every
time point separately and then aimed to make splitting and
merging decisions.

3 THEMEDELTA OVERVIEW

ThemeDelta is intended to convey local and global temporal
changes in the distribution of evolving trends. The system
detects and visualizes how different trends converge and
diverge into groupings at different points in time, as well as
how they appear and disappear during a time period. The
system consists of two major components: a backend data
analytics component, and a frontend visualization component:
• The analytics backend is responsible for accepting a

large temporal text corpus and automatically identifying
segments that characterize significant shifts of coverage.
The algorithm responsible for this task was originally
developed to detect deliberation in social messages [40].
For ThemeDelta it was modified to detect and work with
named entities: geo-political, person, organization, as well
as possibly uncategorized entities.

• The visualization frontend is responsible for graphically
representing the discovered trending of topics. While
originally designed for timestamped text collections, we
see many additional applications such as for genealogy
(e.g., [24]), communication graphs (e.g., [41]), and gen-
eral dynamic graphs.

In this section, we review the data format expected by
the different components of the system and then discuss
implementation details.

3.1 Data Format
The backend accepts a text dataset consisting of timestamped
data. The frontend takes the output of the backend for visual-
ization. The backend output consists of trends , topics (groups
of trends at a specific point in time), and segments (a closed
interval of time, modeled as a group of topics).

The exact mapping of these general concepts to a dataset is
domain-specific. For example, for a timestamped document
collection, trends could represent the terms extracted from
the documents, and the topics would model how these terms
converge into groupings at different points in time.

3.2 Implementation
ThemeDelta is web-based application that is built to be capable
of running in any modern web browser. To realize this the
backend of ThemeDelta was built using Java and this includes
all data preprocessing, clustering, and segmentation.

The frontend was built using JavaScript and SVG. The
current implementation is fully interactive and animated, and
is built using the Raphaël2 toolkit for scalable vector graphics.

4 TEMPORAL TOPIC MODELING

The ThemeDelta backend is responsible for the segmentation
and discovering the trending topics from the input dataset.

Our segmentation algorithm expects the input data to be
in a bag-of-word format. The preprocessing needed is thus to
tokenize the text into individual words, followed by standard
processing steps such as: lower case conversion, stemming,
stop words removal, spell checking, and punctuation removal.

The main task of the segmentation algorithm is to automat-
ically partition the total time period defined by the documents
in the collection such that segment boundaries indicate impor-
tant periods of temporal evolution and re-organization.
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Fig. 2. Contingency table used to evaluate independence
of topic distributions for two adjacent windows [40].

The algorithm moves across the data by time and evaluates
two adjacent windows assuming a given segmentation granu-
larity (e.g., discrete days, weeks, or months). This granularity
varies from application to another and it is decided by domain
experts. We evaluate adjacent windows by comparing their
underlying topic distributions and quantifying common terms
and their probabilities.

We chose to quantify common terms based on the overlap
between them. The overlap can be captured using a contin-
gency table. Figure 2 shows a simplified example of two
segments, each comprising three topics and the correspond-
ing contingency table measuring the overlap between these
distributions. For example, topic 1 (Z1) in segment 1 and
topic 1 (Z′1) in segment 2 overlap in w1 and w6. This

2. http://raphaeljs.com/
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resulted in adding the count 2 in the contingency table cell
that corresponds to the overlapping cell between the two topics
from the two segments. We would like the topic models of the
two adjacent windows to be maximally independent, which
will happen if the table entries are near uniform.

Formally, given the input data to be indexed over a time
series T = {t1, t2, . . . , tt}, the segmentation problem we are
trying to tackle is to express T as a sequence of segments or
windows: ST = (Sta

t1 ,S
tb
ta+1

, . . . ,Stl
tk) where each of the windows

Ste
ts , ts ≤ te denotes a contiguous sequence of time points with

ts as the beginning time point and te as the ending time point.
Each window Ste

ts has a set of topics that is discovered
from the set of documents that fall within this window.
The topics are discovered by applying LDA (Latent Dirichlet
Allocation) [3]. Applying this algorithm will result in two
main distributions: document-topic distribution (representing
the distribution of the discovered topics over the documents)
and topic-terms distribution (representing the distribution of
the discovered topics over the vocabulary).

Topics within each window is represented as Ste
ts =

{z1,z2, . . . ,zn} where n is the number of top topics z dis-
covered. Each topic is represented by a set of terms w as
follow: zi = {w1,w2, . . . ,wm} where m is the number the top
terms extracted from the topic-terms distribution resulted from
applying LDA on the documents within a window. Number of
top topics n and top terms representing a topic m vary from
application to another.

We represent two adjacent windows as S
te1
ts1

and S
te2
ts2

. To
evaluate two adjacent windows, we construct the contingency
table for two windows. The contingency table is of size r× c
where rows r denote topics in one window and columns c
denote topics in the other window. Entry ni j in cell (i, j) of
the table represents the overlap of terms between topic i of
S

te1
ts1

and topic j of S
te2
ts2

.
We used a contingency table because it enable the replace-

ment of LDA with any emerging topic modeling variants.
As presented in [42] we can embed any vector quantization
clustering algorithm in a contingency table framework. For in-
stance, distributions inferred from a more sophisticated model
can be compared using the contingency table formulation
introduced here.

Then to check the uniformity of the table, three steps should
be accomplished: first, calculate the following two quantities:
• Column-wise sums ni. = ∑ j ni j
• Row-wise sums n. j = ∑i ni j

These two quantities will be used to quantify the overlap
between the topics discovered from two adjacent windows.
In our implementation for this step, each topic is represented
by its top assigned terms. The contingency table is created
from these terms (here we chose 20 terms and the choice
of the number of terms is inherently heuristic and specific
to the application). A probabilistic similarity measure such
as the KL- or JS-divergence between the distributions being
compared is another possibility.

Second, we define two probability distributions, one for each
row and one for each column:

p(Ri = i) =
ni j

ni.
,(1≤ j ≤ c) (1)

p(C j = j) =
ni j

n. j
,(1≤ i≤ r) (2)

Third, we calculate the objective function F to capture
the deviation of these row-wise and column-wise distributions
with regard to the uniform distribution.

The objective function is defined as follows:

F =
1
r

r

∑
i=1

DKL(Ri‖U(
1
c
))+

1
c

c

∑
j=1

DKL(C j‖U(
1
r
)) (3)

where
DKL(P‖Q)) = ∑

i
P(i) log

Q(i)
P(i)

(4)

This objective function can reach a local minimum, which
is acceptable given that we are trying to segment time based
on shifts in topics and this approach capture the first shift in
topics (as opposed to detecting an optimal segmentation which
would require a more exhaustive search through breakpoint
layouts).

Here, DKL denotes the KL-divergence that is used to calcu-
late the distance between the row-wise and the uniform distri-
bution. Likewise, it is used to calculate the distance between
the column-wise distributions and the uniform distribution.
Then the values resulting from using the DKL will be used
in calculating the objective function F .

The algorithm repeats the above mentioned steps for all
permutations of the two sliding window sizes. The goal is
to minimize F , in which case the distributions observed in
the contingency table are as close to a uniform distribution
as possible, in turn implying that the topics are maximally
dissimilar.

There are two stopping conditions for this algorithm: (1) if
conversion of F is achieved, or (2) the maximum size for both
windows was achieved. Detailed description of the algorithm
is shown in Algorithm 1.

Putting all these ideas together into a working ThemeDelta
application involves several implementation decisions. Model
selection (i.e., choosing the ‘right’ number of topics) is a key
underlying issue and Bayesian criteria such as the AIC or
BIC or information-theoretic criteria such as perplexity can
be utilized for this purpose. More formally, a hierarchical
Dirichlet process (HDP) model can be employed. An inor-
dinate number of topics would lead to an under-determined
system and inference of redundant topics. Here, we apply a
simple word filtering technique on the discovered topics within
and across segments to eliminate repeated topics and repeated
terms. This can potentially alter the number of topics in each
segment and number of words used to represent each topic.

5 THEMEDELTA: VISUAL REPRESENTATION

ThemeDelta‘s visual representation draws on TextFlow [27],
and uses a basic visual encoding consisting of sinuous trend-
lines—each representing a trend in the dataset—stretching
from left to right along a timeline mapped to the horizontal
axis (Figure 3). The horizontal space along this axis is divided
equally among different time segments (t1, t2, and t3 in
Figure 3). Topics for each segment are perceptually conveyed
by clustering the trendlines for the grouped trends next to each
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Algorithm 1. Topic Modeling Based Segmentation
Input: T = {t0, t1, t2, t3, . . . , tt}

x = min. window size.
y = max. window size.

Output: ST = {} //Set of all segments between t0 and tt
W1Start = t0
W1Size = x
F =Initialize objective function with a large number.
while W1Start +W1Size+ x≤ tt and W1Size≤ y do
//x is added to W1 to take into account the data avail-
ability for W2.

Conversion = False
//Reset start and size of W2.
W2Start =W1Start +W1Size+1day
W2Size = x
while W2Start +W2Size≤ tt and W2Size≤ y do

Apply LDA separately on W1 and W2
Calculate F ′ for W1 and W2
if F ′ > F or W1Size == y or W2Size == y do
//Conversion or max. window size limit reach.

Add W1 and W2 to ST
W1Start =W2Start +W2Size+1day
W1Size = x
Conversion = True
Break

F = F ′

W2Size+= x //Expand W2.
if !Conversion do

W1Size+= x
if leftover data exists do

//leftover data starts at W1Start and ends at tt .
Apply LDA on leftover data.
Add window of leftover data to ST .

return ST

Fig. 3. Basic visual representation used by ThemeDelta.

other along the vertical axes, leaving a fixed amount of empty
vertical space between adjacent topics. Vertical lines, one for
each time segment, partition their horizontal positions.

5.1 Visual Design
Given this basic design, many design parameters remain open.
Below we review the most important of these and motivate
our decisions for the visualization technique. A visualization
developer using the same basic visual representation may make
different choices than these depending on the application.

Shape. To communicate the organic nature of evolving
trends, we use splines to yield smooth curves. The resulting
lines are continuous, predictable, and appealing. An alternative
design would have used rectilinear or sharp angles, but curves
are likely easier to perceive and more aesthetically pleasing.

Thickness. Trendline thickness is a free visual variable.
While it is possible to use a uniform thickness for all trend-
lines, it can also be used to convey scalar data for each time
segment. Because increasing thickness will raise the visual
salience of a trendline, we tend to use it to convey the weight
of each keyword calculated by our segmentation algorithm.

Furthermore, our visual representation uses vertical dashed
lines to partition time segments on the visual space. The
thickness of these lines is another free variable that can, e.g.,
be used to indicate the relative extent of each time segment.
This is useful since time segments may be irregular; some
segments are significantly longer than others.

Color. Color is another free parameter in our visual rep-
resentation, and can convey either a quantity (using a color
scale) or a category (using discrete colors). The choice depends
on the application. For example, we use it both to show the
strength of a correlation, as well as to convey which entity
class a particular trendline belongs to.

Discontinuities. Trendlines can begin and end at any time
segment, sometimes only to reappear later in time. We commu-
nicate this using a tapered endpoint of the line (see borders in
Figure 3). An alternative design could have dashed the trend-
lines for the periods of time where there is no associated value,
similar to the use of different trend shapes in TextFlow [27].
We chose to avoid this to minimize visual complexity.

Labels. We draw the names of each trendline on the line
itself for each time segment. While this is redundant (one
instance of the label is sufficient) and potentially a source
of visual clutter, it prevents the user from having to trace an
undulating trendline back to a single label at the far end of
the visualization. We also scale the label size based on the
trendline‘s thickness, similar to word scaling in word clouds.

Duplicated Trends. Sometimes a trend may exist in more
than one topic for a particular time segment (see trend A at
time t2 in Figure 3). To make the visualization consistent,
as well as to convey the fan-out, we are forced to fork the
trendline into two or more pieces. Analogously, in a time
segment following a duplicated trend instance, the trendlines
should be merged to maintain consistency. In situations when
there is more than one candidate to fork from or merge to,
we choose the two trend instances that are vertically closest
to each other (see the layout algorithm discussed below).

5.2 Interaction

Several interaction techniques are meaningful for ThemeDelta
frontend. First of all, geometric zoom and pan allows for being
able to magnify a certain part of the visualization to see details.
Furthermore, hovering over a trendline will highlight the line,
including all of its branches in other parts of the visualization
(even past a discontinuity). Figure 1 shows this interaction,
where the trend lines associated with the keyword energy are
highlighted in response to a mouse hover interaction.
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The interface also supports searching for trendlines by
name. In addition, we provide a combined filtering and
resorting operation. Clicking on a trendline will add it to
a filter box, causing the layout to be recomputed with the
selected trendline at the top of the screen. The new layout
will only include trendlines that are connected to the selected
trendline, i.e., which in at least one time segment belong to the
same topic as the selected trendline. Following the example
presented in Figure 1, clicking on the trend line for the
keyword energy performs the filtering operation, and the visual
layout is changed such that the filter keyword is positioned at
the top (Figure 4). Additional trendlines can be added to the
filter box, yielding a conjunctive filter (only trendlines which
are connected to all selected trendlines are shown).

5.3 Layout

The ThemeDelta frontend visualization layout divides the
available horizontal space equally between time segments,
while vertical space is divided locally between the topics
associated with each time segment. Due to the ever-changing
topic groupings over time as well as the dynamic appearance
and disappearance of trends, it is typically not possible to
represent trends as straight lines. In fact, a single trend could
appear in a different topic and at a different vertical position
with each new time segment. This is the reason for using
smooth splines to convey this organic trend evolution.

Of course, this in turn means that trendlines will frequently
cross one another while connecting the multiple occurrences
of a single term across different time segments. Research in
graph drawing has shown that the ease with which a user can
follow an edge depends on the number of crossings with other
lines in its path [43].

Tanahashi and Ma [44] discussed a set of layout design
principles for better legibility of storyline visualizations like
ThemeDelta. However, the complexity of their algorithm
makes it difficult to achieve real-time layout updates. Other
work proposed by Liu et al. [45] trade-off optimal layout
with algorithm performance to achieve real-time updates. The
algorithm used for ThemDelta is similar to the one proposed
by Liu et al. [45]. However, contrary to their algorithm, we do
not have hierarchical relationships in the underlying data and
to facilitate the identification of individual topics by supporting
a constant reasonable vertical space between them, the layout
algorithm used in this paper does not perform the topic
alignment step. Moreover, to achieve real time interactivity
our implementation minimizes line crossings through a single
iteration across different time segments.

In particular, ThemeDelta relies on a deterministic layout al-
gorithm that minimizes trendline crossings by first sorting the
vertical positioning of different topics, followed by sorting the
trends within each topic. While sorting topics at a particular
time segment ti, a topic p1 is placed before another topic p2
if the average vertical position of the trends contained in topic
p1 is less than the terms present in topic p2 at the previous
time segment ti−1. Topic position in the first time segment
is either determined randomly, or using some attribute of the
underlying data.

After sorting topics it is time to sort the trends within each
topic. Except for the first time segment, trends within a topic
are sorted such that their relative vertical position remains the
same as it was in the previous time segment. Once all trends
are sorted, the trends contained within topics of the first time
segment are sorted such that their vertical position remains the
same as in the second time segment.

Figure 5 shows the progressive decrease in the number
of trendline crossings at different stages of the layout. In
Figure 5(a) the dataset is visualized without any sorting.
This results in a total of twelve crossings between trendlines,
connecting multiple occurrences of terms across the two time
segments t1 and t2. Figure 5(b) shows the resulting layout
after topic sorting. As shown in the figure, the topics within
time segment t2 are now ordered based on the average vertical
position of their corresponding terms within time segment
t1. This ordering of topics has reduced the number of line
crossings from 12 to 6. Finally, Figure 5(c) shows the resulting
layout after trend sorting. Here again it is evident that the
number of line crossings is reduced even further. All in all,
as a result of the layout algorithm, the number of trendline
crossings has been reduced from 12 to 2.

6 U.S. 2012 PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN

Political speeches, especially during an election campaign,
are particularly interesting document collections to analyze
because the political discourse tends to change and evolve as
different candidates respond and challenge each other over the
course of the campaign. Visualizing the speeches of different
candidates would allow for comparing the trends of each
candidate with each other. To study such effects, we used the
U.S. 2012 presidential election campaign speeches.

The U.S. presidential election takes place every four years
(starting in 1792) in November (the 2012 election day was
November 6), and is an indirect vote on members of the
U.S. Electoral College, who then directly elect the president
and vice president. In 2012, the Republican and Democratic
(the two dominant parties, representing conservative vs. liberal
agendas) conventions were held on the weeks of August 27 and
September 3, respectively. The two opposing candidates were
Republican nominee Mitt Romney, and Democratic nominee
Barack Obama (incumbent President of the United States). The
ThemeDelta for both candidates is shown in Figures 1 and 6.

6.1 Data
In collecting data for the United States presidential election,
we used campaign speech transcripts for both candidates from
the UCSB American Presidency Project.3 For Mitt Romney,
we used transcripts from 46 speeches over a 62-week period:
from announcing candidacy on July 29, 2011, to August 14,
2012. This corpus included speeches from both the Republi-
can primary election (settled on May 14, 2012 as the main
competing nominee Ron Paul withdrew). For Barack Obama,
we used transcripts from 40 speeches over a 44-week period:
November 7, 2011 to September 17, 2012.

3. http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/
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Fig. 5. Comparison of different stages of the layout sorting algorithm used for the ThemeDelta technique.

6.2 Discussion
Visualizations of the two candidates Barack Obama and Mitt
Romney are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 6. Trendlines
in both visualizations represent characteristic keywords that
each candidate uses as a theme in his speeches. Democratic
trendlines are colored blue, Republican ones are red, and
trendlines for keywords that both candidates share are green.

For the Romney dataset (Figure 6), there is a clear impact
of time on keywords and topics that the candidate is using.
Romney’s message starts out relatively simple with only two
main topics, but quickly branches out in complexity as time
evolves. The effect of main competitor Ron Paul withdrawing
in May is clear: before this date, Romney is trying to win
the party nomination, whereas afterwards, he is going for
the presidential seat. As a result, his message becomes more
simple again: both the number of keywords and the number
of topics decreases during the last three segments, presumably
to focus on key issues in the Republican election platform.

For the Obama dataset (Figure 1), a good portion of the
identified keywords are common with Mitt Romney (i.e., green
in color). This could be seen as Obama discussing many of
the issues that has become central to the U.S. presidential
race. Furthermore, there is a clear presence of keywords such
as “health,” “insurance,” and “care,” which may refer to the
president’s health care reform from 2010 (informally called
Obamacare). This is a controversial issue that still causes a
major divide between voters; a Reuters-Ipsos poll in June 2012
indicated that a full 56% of Americans were against the law.

Taken as a whole, both datasets have a heavy emphasis on

economics keywords. This is commensurate with the overall
theme of the 2012 presidential race, which largely has focused
on the poor economic situation of the United States.

7 I-NEIGHBORS SOCIAL MESSAGES
The Internet facilitates informal deliberation as well as civic
and civil engagement. Web-based applications for informal
deliberation (e.g., i-Neighbors [4]) facilitate the collection
of data that we can analyze to provide insight into how
neighborhoods with different poverty levels use ICTs for
informal deliberation. Using ThemeDelta, we can characterize
differences and detect common interests in informal delibera-
tion between advantaged and disadvantaged communities.

The goal of this application was to study two basic ques-
tions: what lengths of time neighborhoods with different
poverty levels spend discussing topics? And what is the aver-
age similarity in topics discussed between neighborhoods with
different poverty levels, and the similarity in topics discussed
between neighborhoods with similar poverty levels?

7.1 Data
The data for this application was collected through the i-
Neighbors system. The site is open for anyone in the United
States or Canada to create a virtual community that matches
their geographic neighborhood and start conversations on local
issues, announce events, disseminate information, etc.

When we collected the data in 2010, the i-Neighbors
website had over 100,000 users who had registered more
than 15,000 neighborhoods. Over 1,000 neighborhoods were
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active with more than 7,000 unique messages contributing
to neighborhood discussion forums. We collected data from
six geographically diverse communities located in Georgia,
Maryland, New York, and Ohio. We selected the three groups
located in areas with concentrated levels of poverty (a poverty
rate of 25% or more, 2009 American Community Survey, US
Census Beureau) who exchanged the most messages, and the
three most active groups in more advantaged areas.
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7.2 Discussion
We applied our temporal segmentation algorithm on the six
selected neighborhoods. Topics within each segments can be
examined using the visualization to find topic similarities
between neighborhoods. Segmentation labels indicating seg-
ments size can be used for comparing the time spent by
different neighborhood discussing certain topics.

A partial segmentation output is shown for a disadvantaged
neighborhood in Figure 8 and Figure 9 for a more advantaged
neighborhood. From these two examples, the segments sizes
are not very different and we can conclude that both the
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Fig. 8. Partial output from a high-poverty neighborhood.

disadvantaged and advantaged neighborhoods spend similar
amounts of time discussing topics.

Examining the words groupings in both neighborhoods
can lead to discovering differences and similarities in their
discussions. For example, in the low-poverty neighborhood
in segment [Feb 1, 2009 to Nov 1, 2009], there is a topic
that has the words “watch” and “neighbor,” which lead us
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to conclude that there were some arrangements or discussions
about a neighborhood watch. This topic is not found in the the
disadvantaged neighborhood visualization. If the user searched
for the word “watch” this will result (Figure 7) in only showing
the topics that has the this word and any other related topic.

Similarly, an example of similarities of topics discussed be-
tween neighborhoods can be shown by examining the segment
[Jan 03, 2010 to Sept 3, 2010] in the advantaged neighborhood
(Figure 9) and segment [Feb 4, 2010 to Oct 4, 2010] in
the disadvantaged neighborhood (Figure 8). In both segments,
there exist two topics in which both communities discuss a
park-related project.

8 HISTORICAL U.S. NEWSPAPERS
Newspaper stories are precisely the type of ongoing, evolving
trend datasets for which ThemeDelta was designed. Below we
review the source, segmentation, and visualization for a dataset
consisting of historical U.S. newspaper stories from 1918.

8.1 Data
Our data source was a historical newspapers database hosted
on the Chronicling America website,4 a Library of Congress
resource that provides an Internet-based, searchable database
of historical U.S. newspapers. The website is maintained by
the National Digital Newspaper Program (NDNP), a partner-
ship between the National Endowment for the Humanities
(NEH) and the Library of Congress.

Some of newspapers included in this example are: The
Washington Times (Washington, DC), Evening Public Ledger
(Philadelphia, PA), The Evening Missourian (Columbia, MO),
El Paso Herald (El Paso, TX), and The Holt County Sentinel
(Oregon, MO). We gathered data from them, restricting the
time to the period September 1918 through December 1918.
From this dataset, we extracted only paragraphs that mention

4. http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/
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Fig. 10. ThemeDelta visualization for newspaper para-
graphs during the period September to December in
1918. Color transparency for different trendlines signify
the global frequency for that keyword.

the word “influenza” resulting in 2,944 paragraphs. This
corresponds to the 1918 flu pandemic (also known as the
“Spanish flu”) which spread around the world from January
1918 to December 1920, resulting in some 50 million deaths.

8.2 Discussion
Applying the above dataset to ThemeDelta using a weekly
segment granularity yields four discrete time segments over
the four-month time period. Figure 10 shows a visualization
of the result, where the transparency value of each trendline
has been mapped to the global ranking of the keyword
corresponding to the trendline. The thickness of the trendline
conveys the ranking of each keyword for a particular time
segment, calculated by our segmentation algorithm.

Figure 10 offers several observations that summarize the
qualitative nature of trends exposed by ThemeDelta. The
output is showing many events that were related to the 1918
pandemic in the data. For example, in the first time segment,
September 9 until October 9, there are a topic that contain the
terms “mask” and “German.” This corresponds to advisories
and guidelines recommending people to use masks to protect
themselves from the ongoing influenza pandemic during World
War I. In the same segment, the words “liberty,” “loan,” and
“campaign” appeared in one of the topics, and continued ap-
pearing in the following segment, October 10 until December
5, because a liberty loan campaign were issued to support the
army during World War I. Also, in the October 10–December 5
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segment, the army men left the camps to go back home from
service and stay with their families; this explains the topic
with the words “family,” “home,” “serves,” “spent,” “wife,”
and “son.” This topic appeared along with the topic with the
words “case,” “disease,” “mask,” “cross,” and “red” because
the returning soldiers were exposed to the disease and some
of them were sick. As a result, families were advised to take
protective measures.

World War I ended on November 11, 1918, which explains
the disappearance of the word “German,” but the country
continued suffering from the disease. The word “mask” reap-
peared back along with “epidemic,” “hospital,” and “disease”
in the December 14 until December 28 segment, which aligns
with the second influenza wave. Again, during this time people
were advised to wear masks to slow down the spread of
the disease. The Red Cross was frequently mentioned in
the last three segments, which is indicative of the second,
deadlier wave of the pandemic that began in October. In
both the December 6 to December 13 and December 14
to December 28 segments, the terms “people,” “ban,” and
“meet” appeared because people were banned from meeting
each other as a precaution measure to limit the spread of the
disease. The term “president” appeared in the last segment
along with “service” appeared initially in the first segment
and then returned with significant strength in the last segment,
illustrating the seriousness accorded to the national scale of the
pandemic.

9 QUALITATIVE USER STUDY

To validate the utility of the ThemeDelta system, including
both its temporal segmentation algorithm as well as its visual
representation, we conducted a qualitative user study involving
expert participants. The purpose was to study the suitability
of the approach for in-depth expert analysis of dynamic text
corpora. Because of our existing collaboration with historians
(the sixth author of this work is a historian), we opted to use
the historical U.S. newspaper dataset and engage experts from
the history department at one of our home universities.

9.1 Data
We used historical data from five U.S. newspapers for our
qualitative evaluation from three different areas: New York,
Washington, D.C., and Philadelphia. The data was collected
from the Chronicling America website5 and focused on the
1918 influenza epidemic, which killed as many as 50 million
people worldwide and has long been recognized as one of
the most deadly disease outbreaks in modern world history.
Historians are interested in reconstructing the timeline of
events, with a view to understanding previously concealed or
neglected connections between public opinion, health alerts,
and prevailing medical knowledge.

9.2 Method
We recruited three graduate students as participants: one from
the history department and two from the English department
at our university. The participants were all required to have

5. http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/

prior knowledge of America around the Great War/First World
War period. Two participants were Ph.D. students and one was
a Masters student. We required no particular technical skill
prior to participation. While the number of study participants
may appear to be low, we want to emphasize that these
participants represent a highly expert population and that our
study protocol is focused more on an expert review [46] rather
than a comparative or performance-based user study.

The total study time was an hour. The procedure was as
follows: Participants were first asked to fill out a background
questionnaire. Then the study moderator explained the tool and
its features, followed by the task the participants were asked
to perform using the tool. After that, the participants were
asked to solve several high-level tasks (reviewed below) using
the tool. Finally, they were asked to complete a post-session
questionnaire to collect feedback on the tool.

The tasks that we asked the participant to accomplish with
the help of our system was answering some questions on
the 1918 influenza pandemic. Participants were encouraged
to refer to the visualization in their answers by mentioning
segments names, giving examples, or taking screen captures
from the visualization. Tasks were divided into change and
connection questions, to allow us to determine whether the
visualization and algorithmic choices we made were helpful
or not. The change-focused questions were:
• How did the newspapers describe the spread of influenza?
• How does the description of the pandemic change over

time?
• Are there different times when the influenza pandemic

becomes less important? What are those time periods?
Questions that were focused on connections were:
• What are the categories that appear to be associated with

influenza in different newspapers?
• Was there a specific feeling that surrounded the influenza

reporting in the newspapers?

9.3 Results

All three participants were successful in accomplishing the
task using ThemeDelta. We determined this by comparing their
answers to the task questions with model answers provided by
the history faculty collaborator (reviewed in Section 8). They
correctly reported the sentiments that surrounded the influenza
from the five newspapers. They also successfully described the
change in reporting of the influenza spread. Finally, they all
succeeded in discovering the connection between influenza and
other categories (e.g., schools, war, and hospitals).

The subjective results of the study were overall positive and
the participants all vouched for the helpfulness of the system
and the need for such systems in their research. None of the
participants had previous experience using any visual analytics
systems. This implies that the participants found ThemeDelta
to be understandable and easy to use.

All the three participants finished the tasks within the
allocated time. They also uniformly reported that the same type
of task, if done manually as part of their own research, would
normally take several days if not weeks. This highlights an
additional strength to our system: minimizing the time spent on
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manual analysis of large amounts of text, allowing the analyst
to focus on collecting insight instead.

In the post-session questionnaire, participants were asked
to give their feedback on specific ThemeDelta features. The
features that were reported as very useful were labels, line
thickness, duplicate trends, and discontinuations. Participant
ratings for other features ranged from very useful to not
useful at all, the latter typically because they did not use
that particular feature. Some of the identified weaknesses
of the tool included not being able to see full phrases or
word combinations, managing keyword filtering, controlling
the dynamic layout, and high complexity for large datasets.

10 DISCUSSION
ThemeDelta excels at discovering trending topics and visual-
izing not just the discovered topics, but also their evolution
over time. We have demonstrated the utility of our analytics
component by applying it to several types of text corpora.
Furthermore, we have also shown that the visualization part
of ThemeDelta can be applied to other types of data beyond
text; the FriendShare app is one example of how the technique
can be used to show temporal edges in a dynamic graph, i.e.,
for edges that appear at specific points in time. However, while
ThemeDelta has many strengths, it is also balanced by several
weaknesses and areas of future improvement.

10.1 Visual Design
For the visualization component, limitations appear in the
presence of many trends, long time periods, and high visual
complexity. While existing techniques such as TextFlow [27]
take a macroscopic approach to summarizing massive text
corpora using high-level overviews, ThemeDelta uses a trend-
level design that does not scale as well when the number of
trends or time segments increases. While we have not derived
a formal limit, even many of the examples presented in this
paper skirt the boundary of the utility of the technique. In
practice, large datasets (in either trends or time, or both) yield
high visual complexity, particularly in the number of trendline
crossings as well as incident trendlines. Such effects make
perceiving the visualized data more difficult.

Several possible strategies can solve this problem, such as
filtering, sampling, or aggregation. Figure 11 shows Friend-
Share, a social media application for Facebook that we have
developed to showcase one such strategy. FriendShare does
not use the temporal segmentation algorithm proposed in this
paper, but instead aggregates a Facebook user‘s interactions
with friends in their social media network on a monthly basis.
This data is collected and aggregated using the Facebook
Graph API. Each friend becomes a trendline that appears and
disappears for the periods when that friend interacts and does
not interact, respectively, with the selected user. The example
in Figure 11 shows that “Andrew Smith” has several friends
that regularly keep in touch with him, illustrated by the many
unbroken trendlines in the visualization.

10.2 Topic Modeling
The underlying algorithm of ThemeDelta has limitations stem-
ming from non-adaptive window sizing and fixed number of

discovered topics. The minimum and maximum window sizes
have to be pre-specified before the segmentation algorithm
is run. This introduces the problem of force-adding a seg-
mentation point when the maximum window size is reached,
to overcome this we increase the maximum window size
which can result in a slower running algorithm. The fixed
number of topics discovered from each segment can introduce
redundant topics. Overcoming this weakness effectively and
systematically is a direction of future work.

10.3 Evaluation

We opted to not run a controlled quantitative experiment using
ThemeDelta, Instead, we choose to run a qualitative expert
review [46]. One reason for this choice is that we found
no suitable technique to use as a baseline comparison for
such an experiment. While techniques such as TextFlow [27]
and TIARA [22] do provide insight on trends evolving over
time, they cluster keywords together and focus on providing
overview instead of detail at the level of individual keywords.
In this sense, parallel tag clouds [23] are perhaps the clos-
est technique to ThemeDelta in that it visualizes individual
keywords, yet PTCs do not show the clustering of trends
into topics over time. This makes direct comparison difficult.
While our qualitative review did not compare ThemeDelta to
other techniques, it did give rise to much more qualitative and
generally useful results.

11 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented ThemeDelta, a visual analytics system
for discovering and representing the evolution of trend key-
words into ever-changing topic aggregations over time. While
ThemeDelta builds on earlier text visualization techniques and
text analytics algorithms, its main advantage is an emphasis
on how keywords scatter and gather across a dataset. To
showcase the applicability of ThemeDelta, we applied it to
the political speeches of the two main candidates for the U.S.
2012 presidential campaign, social messaging practices in the
i-Neighbors system, and historical U.S. newspaper data on the
deadly Spanish Flu pandemic during the last part of 1918.
We evaluated our system by conducting a qualitative expert
user study using five different newspaper corpora. The study
confirmed that ThemeDelta helped our expert participants in
answering typical research questions in their fields.

A major future direction for this work is to extend
ThemeDelta to be a complete visual analytics system wherein
it supports knowledge generation as well. As mentioned
in [47], and echoed in our own earlier work [48] this requires
thoughful integration of analyst’s discovery processes through
additional interfaces and metaphors. Our future work will also
study aggregation methods—time-based and keyword-based
alike—for ThemeDelta that would increase the scalability of
the system. Another focus will be to enable the automatic
detection and visualization of the diffusion of ideas in sci-
entific communities. From the algorithmic perspective, we
will be looking to extend the segmentation algorithm ability
to work with nonparametric bayesian models as Hierarchal
Dirichlet Process (HDP) proposed by Teh et al. [49]. Unlike
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Fig. 11. FriendShare for Facebook app visualizing ego-centric communication patterns for the period October 2011 to
September 2012 for a person named “Andrew Smith” (highlighted in dark blue). Trendlines representing male friends
use a blue color, females use a pink color, and undisclosed gender (or entities) use green. The inset shows details for
June 2012. Note the high number of connections in the month of November, Andrew‘s birthday month.

LDA, the number of topics in the HDP model is automatically
inferred. Currently, our algorithm only supports parametric La-
tent Dirichlet allocation given that they are the most commonly
used in practice and research. We also intend to continue to
study applying additional advanced visualization and algorith-
mic techniques within the context of social websites such as
Facebook.

This work is partly supported by the U.S. National Science
Foundation grant IIS-1249229. We thank the user study par-
ticipants for their time and effort.
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